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Who should bear the risks and financial burden of future U.S. energy devel- 
opment: business, government, or consumers? That  is the central issue in the 
controversy and court batt1,es which have erupted over the Federal Energy Regula- 
tory Administration's (FERC) precedent-setting attempt1 to force the gas custo- 
mers of five major pipelines to finance the Great Plains Coal Gasification Proj- 
ect,'" the first commercial-sized U.S. synfuels plant. 

In addition to the issue of "who pays," a second, more subtle query has been 
raised by FERC's endorsement of consumer financing: is government regulation 
an appropriate mechanism to spread and allocate the financial, regulatory, and 
engineering risks of future large-scale and high-risk energy projects? Since such 
future energy projects as the Alaskan natural gas pipeline, synfuels plants, and 
fusion generators may require some type of "risk insurance" to obtain funds from 
private capital markets, this may be the more important question; the court's 
answer in Great Plains has profound significance for the course of U.S. energy 
policy. 

This  article examines these two issues within the context of the Great Plains 
case.Ih Section I1 presents the economic arguments for the three financing 
options-private sector, government, and consumer. Section 111 examines the 
major legal arguments set forth by the various proponents and opponents of the 
project, examines their relationship to the economic arguments, and explores the 
question of the "proper" role of regulation as a risk-spreading device. Section IV 
concludes with a discussion of the policy implications of the U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals' resolution of the Great Plains case. By way of introduction, a brief 
description of the Great Plains Project (hereinafter referred to as GP)  is provided 
in the following paragraph. 

T h e  proposed Great Plains Coal Gasification Project (GP) is designed to 
produce 125,000 mcf2 per day of high-Btu coal gas, utilizing the Lurgi3 and metha- 
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'Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. O p ~ n ~ o n  No. 69, Great Plains (;;lsific;~tion Aasoc., et .al . ,  (Nov. "1,  
1979) (hereinlalter, "Opinion No. 69). 

'"See OlIire of Consumers' Counsel v. FERC No. 18-1306 (D.C. Cir. Drc. 8. 1980). 
"'lbid. 

Mcl equals 1.000 cubic lcet. 
"The Lurgi process was developed by a German company to convert coal to low-Btu gas. First, c rushcd coal 

undergoes "pressure gasilication" involving rractions with oxygcn and steam. This produrra a bynlhrtic raw gas 
which is treated to remove tar, heavy oil>. ;~nd gas liquor. 'I'he treated ga5 is then passed through n catalytic prorrss 
that moddies its composit~on. L;ls~, other impurities arr removed to lravr a purllied low-Btu gas. 
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nation4 processes. T h e  $1.5 billion plan15 will be built by Great Plains Associates, 
a consortium of five natural gas pipcliiie companies and their affiliates6; it will be 
located in Mercer County, North Dakota, contiguous to a dedicated 348 million 
ton lignite mine.7 If successful, it will be the first commercial-scale coal gasifica- 
tion and synfuel facility built in the U.S., providing a crucial feasibility test for 
turning low-grade, abundant coal resources into premium natural gas compatible 
with existing pipelines. This  demonstration is especially important now that 
conventional gas resources are dwindling8 and the price of natural gas imports has 
been linked to the price of OPEC oil. 

From the outset, the central issue in G P  has been who should pay for the 
project: the pipelines which expect to reap the profits from it, the taxpayers who 
will enjoy the national security and informational benefits of a successful synfuels 
plant demonstration, or the pipeline ratepayers who will consume the gas that 
might be produced? 

A. Private Financing 

The  most obvious method of financing GP-and apparently the least favored 
by its sponsors-was private Financing, the manner in which most capital invest- 
ment in the U.S. economy is made.9 Specifically, companies that wish to under- 
take a project raise capital by selling new stock (equity funds), issuing bonds 
(debt), drawing on their retained earnings, and/or borrowing directly from finan- 
cial institutions such as banks and insurance companies, using their assets as 
collateral. T h e  project sponsors and private investors share the risks and financial 
burdens of the new investment under such financing. 

'h.le~liirni~atio~i (onvell3 I<~n.-Blu ga\ inlo Iligli-Bru, p~pelinr-qualil) girs. Ca~alytic rr;1ct1011~ ionverl ca1l)on 
inonoxide and h\drogen lo rne~h;~rrr. Tlir gas is ~ h m  totnl~reasrd and drhydri~~vd lo riiret piprlinr-clu;~li~) spet~lica- 
lions. SPP g ~ ~ ~ ~ r n l l y  Seriirte Cornil~i~crv 011 E I I C I ~ )  i111c1 Nirt~rral KCSOUI~CE,  96111 Cilr~g., 1st Srs\., Synthe~rr FucI\ I ~ o m  
Coal: Starus arid Outlook of Coal Garrfira~ior~ . ~ n d  Liqur lar~ion 20 (Comm. Prirrt, June 1979) (hercrn;~ltrr, "S\n- 
11ie11c FueIh [rori~ Ccx~l"). 

5Tlie lotal irrs~allcd (051 01 the ~ a a i l ~ c a ~ ~ o n  plant is cal~~n,rtrd I O  be $890 millio~l In 11178 doll;lrr. ' l l ie dcvclol>- 
men1 of a toirl Inlne ;rdjacen~ to the pl;rn~ iy cstimatvd to rrquirr a n  addition;~l rapilirl i~~vrsumcnt by (;reirt Plai115 ol 
$85 ~n~l l ior i .  Aaau~ii~ng ;In aiinual inll;~tion rate of 7.5%. tlle taj~it;rl costs of ~ l i r  gaailicario~i plant and thr p o r ~ i o ~ ~  ol 
1I1e (ma1 ~r i inr  dcdicatrd lo G ~ r a t  Plains are est~mated to totirl $1,176,165,000. 'l'liis catrrnatr assumes tliat the> prr- 
t)pcr.r~ior~;~l cost\ ot capi~;ll will he b r i i c  by ratrl,a)era on a current basis; o~tie~\ciae, tlri. capital costs a r r c s ~ i m a ~ r d  tc1 

rxceccl PI  .5 billion. FEKC Opi~i ion No. 69, i ~ t  .1. (Norc: Cost rstimates ~ e l l r c ~  111r conditions i r t  the time ol Opi~riorr 
69.) 

"1.Iir Grr.11 Plains Associare\ is a gerle~al pirrtnrrship lornlcd by livr corporations that ;rrv 111 111111 ;~ltiliatea ol 
rertaln jurisdir~ional pipeline con1panie5 (Customer Pipeline (:ompanies). The  partners ale: (:olumbia Coal Gasili- 
r;r~ion Corporation ((:olumb~a Coal), arr attiliatr ot Columbia Gas '~rarismisaion (i)rporation ((:olumhia); ANR 
(;aailica~ion Propel ties (:otiipany (ANP), all attiliate ol Mit h i g r ~ ~  \\'isconsill P i p  Line Colr~par~y (S1ichig;ln M'is- 
tonsill): PGC (:oal C;;rsitication (;otrrparry (GPC), an i ~ l t i l i . ~ ~ ~  01 Nalu~al  Ga\ Pipeline ( i~mpany  01 Arnvric;~ (Nat- 
L I I ; I ~ ) ;  rc r i~ieco SNG Inr.  (Tenncco SNG), ;an attiliate ol Ter~neco Inc. (.l'c-nneasec); aricl 'l.rallsrc) Coal (:o~np;rrr\ 
( ' r~ :~ns ro  Coal), an ;ilfili:~w of rranseon~inenr:~l (:as Pipe l.ine C:c)~npan). (Itarlscol. 

'lnitiirl Brirt 01 the Fede~irl Energy Krgulate~r\ (:onlmiasion S ~ a l l  Opposing tlrc (;rc;ri Plain5 A\\ociatr\ 
;\pplica~ie)n (Jirriuar\. 29. 1979) (Iicrrinaltcr. "FERC h a l l  Blicl"). 

" J J ~ I I ~ O I I  As$ocii~~es, Inc ., Forecn~t o/ (;a> Sic~plrrs  Ar~ai labl~ lo Lou'rr 48 Stalps 1980-19YO. Bos~c~r~  ( J u ~ l c  1979). 
9 . S ~ ~ ,  r.q:, U.S. Drpt. 01 (:o~nrnert~.. OUTI'PY O/ L't~rrrnt BUSI~C)S .  \'oIurr~c 48. N u ~ ~ ~ b c r  7 (Jril! 1978). 
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T h e  principal economic argument for the private sector providing of capital 
is that it results in the most "efficient" allocation of resources in an economic or 
Paretian sense. Based on  the Arrou.-Debreau perfect competition paradigm which 
illustrates that perfect competition leads to the most efficent outcome,1° this 
argument rests, however, on a number of rather restrictive assumptions that pre- 
sume no  "market failure." In particular, markets must be complete and perfectly 
competitive.ll In addition, there must be no  divergence between the private and 
social costs of the p1.ojec.t: that is, there must be no  external benefits (or costs) 
associated with the project that might accrue to (or burden) parties not directly 
involved in the project.12 

The  second option that virtually all parties involved in the G P  case preferred 
was government financing, which involves the use of grants, loans, or loan guar- 
antees. In the case of full grants or loans, the government effectively absorbs the 
risks and financial burdens of project development. In the case of loan guarantees, 
the government absorbs the project risk, allowing project sponsors to borrow far 
more easily in the capital markets, which then bear the financial burden. 

The  major economic arguments for government financing presume some 
t),pe of market failure associated with violation of the assumptions of "perfect 
competition." According to traditional public finance theory if a market failure 
causes a divergence from the efficient competitive outcome, the government may 
have to intervene to "correct" that failure.13 While this "deus e.x machina" view of 
government has been sharply criticized,l4 the notion that the government exists in 
large part to correct market failures nonetheless forms the basis for much govern- 
ment intervention today, from anti-trust activity to farm subsidies. In the case of 
GP,  several possible market failures arise. 

Thp Import Premium Argu)nent. T h e  first possible market failure may result 
from a divergence between the private marginal cost of foreign petroleum (i.e., the 
market price) and its social marginal cost. There is a now widely accepted belief 
that the importation of foreign petroleum implies an  "import premium" such 
that the "shadow price" or "opportunity cost" of imported oil is higher than its 
market pl-ice.15 T h e  genesis of this import premium is the additional costs or 

'uAs Iit1ni11.11 11, ccononris~s ;IS 1I1c 14t1pe deci>ion ih 10 l.t~v\ ( , I \ ,  the pcrlcc~ < o ~ n p e ~ i t i o t ~  11i11adign1 \\.:IS dc\,elopd 
~ I I I I ~ I  <;rra~d I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I L I ,  T/l(,ory of l'n/ld?. (;o\%,leh ~ o u ~ ~ ~ l a ~ i o ~ l ,  h ~ o l l o g r i ~ ~ ~ t ~  17. Nrtv l'ork, ~o1111 \t'iley & Sons, 1111 
(1959). 'Ill? esislrnce ol a con~petilivr cqui l ibr~r~m w a  dcvclo~)ed tnorc, lull! i l l  K. r\rro\v i~nd  C;. l)rhrei~t~. "Exisl(,t~(r 
01 ;11i E ( l ~ ~ i l i l ) r i i ~ ~ i ~  lor it (.o11111cti[i\~ E(ono~ny, ' '  22 ~ ~ ~ O I I ~ I I I I C / ~ ~ C . S  (1961). 1)p. 2fi5-290. 

"lbrd. 
lT1'l~r divergence o l  social I~orn pri\.i~le r n a ~ g ~ n a l  ( o s ~  due to rx~ernal i~i rs  is disc usacd in M'. Ni(.holao~l, hlitro- 

rronomic T I ~ o r y ,  2nd cclition, New York. 'l'hr I)r!den Press (l978j, pp. 568-571. 
lS'l'lli* ~racli~ion;~l proposilion in \vclIarr ccono~nics is presrntcd in R.  A. Murgrave and P. B. Muhgravr, P u b l ~ (  

Fi~rnrltc irr Tlreor~ nnd Prnclicr, Nrtv Yorh, hlcCr;~\v-Hill Book Cornpan\ (1976). CII. 3 and 32. 
"'The ;~Itcrn;~ti\.r vie!<. is that ~hegovrrnmrnr is ;111 agent ol special il~lerrats lo redisuibute inn~rnr .  'l'his 

"cap~~rre  tlrror)" ol g o \ c ~ ~ i ~ ~ i r l l t .  and in parlirular ol regulation, is presentrd I r l  <;. Stiglrr. " 1 1 1 ~  LC onotnir Throry 01 
Keglllation," Tlrr Brll Jollrrlnl of I:corrornir.r, (Spring 1971 ), pp. 3-21, ilnd S. Pvllr~nan, "Towatd a <;meral T11co1) ol  
Rcgula~ion." Journtrl of Lau' ntrd Corzomi~.~.  (;\ugrra~ 1976). 

IiI'he "oil irnpor~ premiutn" i\ defined i ~ n d  ~ncarured I I I  K. Stoh;~~tgh and D. Ycxrgin b.r~rrgy Fu111re. NCM' York, 
Kanclorn Housc, (l979), i ~ n d  I1.S. D r p ~ .  of Enetgy. OIlicc 01 Oil Polic!. Thc Erzrr,gy Problrrn: Co.st.s nnd Polt(y 
Optior~.\, Stall \Vorking P;~prr (May 2.3, l9HO). 
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"externalities" associated with economic and national security considerations. 
The  argument: foreign import dependence worsens our balance of payments and 
weakens the dollar, in turn exacerbating inflation and economic instability. Such 
dependence also expases U.S. foreign policy to coercive threats of embargo or 
supply interruptions. The  import premium measures these costs, and its calcula- 
tion is generally designed to answer the question of how much should the U.S. be 
willing to pay for an "insurance policy" against a foreign supply interruption. 
Estimates of this import or ",insurance" premium have ranged from the Depart- 
ment of Energy's $4/.barre116 to as high as $60-70/barrel.l7 Assuming that coal gas 
is a substitute for foreign petroleum,Is the existence of an "import premium" 
suggests that the government should be willing to subsidize the construction of 
G P  in an amount equivalent to at least $0.65 per mcf of gas produced and perhaps 
as high as $9.73 per mcf (depending on the import premium estimate).Iq 

T h e  Informational Benefits Argument.  The  second possible market failure, 
which is closely related to the import premium concept, may result from an 
externality associated with the "informational benefits" a successful synfuels 
demonstration at G P  will presumably provide. In particular, it may be argued 
that besides adding to U.S. gas supplies, a successful G P  demonstration will 
provide evidence of: (1 )  technical feasibility, i.e., can coal gas be successfully 
produced and transported to consumers? (2) economic rationality, i.e., are synfuels 
affordable? and (3) regulatory effectiveness, i.e., is synfuel production compatible 
with existing environmental laws and procedures?z0 The  existence of these posi- 
tive "informational benefits" may cause a divergence between the private cost of 
the project to its builders, who cannot capitalize these benefits, and the social cost 
of the project to the nation, to which these benefits accrue. The  existence of such 
informational benefits strengthens the case for subsidization; the important prin- 
ciple implicit in this argument is that since the nation will benefit from the 
synfuels demonstration, the nation (i.e., the government) should provide the 
subsidy. 

T h e  Large Scale and High  Risk Arguments.  The  third possible market fail- 
ure, which relates to a breakdown of the assumptions of perfect competition and 
complete markets, derives from the high risks and large scale of the G P  Project. 

161brd. 
"lbid. 
laoil and gas are generally considered to be import substttutes. Additional domestic gas supplies directly dis- 

place gas imports. In addition, gas may be used to displace oil it1 other sectors, primarily the industrial, but also the 
residential and commercial sectors, thus indtrectly reducing imports. SCP Generally I1.S. Dept. of Energy, Office of 
Electrical Systems, Policy and Evaluation. 011 Vulnerabzltty Study. (September 1980). 

IgThe imporvance ol such a subsidy to a project's sponsors can be seen in a b~ ief example. One mcf of naullal 
equals ,1622 barrels of (residual) oil. Thus, a $4 to $60 per barrel impor~  premium translates into a $0.65 to $9.73 
natural gas premium. According toeltimates prepared by project sponsor\, the lost of coal ga\ produced at G P  could 
range as high as $7.16 per mcf. (Opinion 69, at Appendix A, page 2.) At t l~e  time 01 that esllrnatr, the marginal cost or 
market price of supplemental foreign gas supplies wa\ roughly $6 p r  mcf. Thus. it would appear that C;P might 
"fail" a market tesl; that is, to its project sponsors, thrr? appears to be a \trong possibilit) that the plant would not 
turn a profit. Note, however, that il onc adds the import premium to the $6 markel price of supplemental gas, the 
economics of the project may become favorable, at least from a social or na~ional viewpoint, depending on which 
e\timate one uses. 

20Ser Opinion 69. at 25-34. 
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Capital budgeting theory suggests that prospective builders typically deter- 
mine a project's value on a discounted cash flow basis and from that analysis 
derive a n  internal rate of return. The  project sponsors will decide to build if that 
return is greater than the "hurdle rate," i.e., their market cost of capital.21 In a 
world of perfect capital markets where complete markets exist for risk sharing, 
those funds should be available at a "risk free" interest rate (e.g., the treasury bill 
rate) plus a "premium" reflecting the risk characteristics of the firm and, implic- 
itly, the proposed project.22 In general, the riskier a project, the higher that pre- 
mium will be and the higher the rate of return the project will require to attract 
~ a p i t a l . ~ 3  Put another way, interest expenses rise with the risk premium and 
reduce the rate of return on a project, making it less attractive to undertake. 
Moreover, for very risky projects, there may be a practical limit to the risk pre- 
mium that builders are willing to pay or investors are willing to demand. For 
example, under the "prudent man rule," the Employment Retirement Income and 
Securities Act prohibits many large institutional investors from investing in 
higher risk projects. 

G P  has generally been portrayed as a very high risk project.24 First, there is 
the alleged engineering risk that the project will not produce any gas, or will 
produce less gas (at a higher unit cost) than the volumes projected.25 No coal gas 
plant of this size has yet been commercially demonstated, although the Lurgi 
process is an "off-the-shelf" technology and is currently in use in several smaller 
coal gasification facilities, e.g., Sasol in South Africa.26 

Second, there is regulatory risk. For example, it is possible that environmen- 
tal regulations will prevent the project's completion or substantially amplify its 

In addition, project sponsors and the investment community have 
expressed concern that FERC may change its regulatory policies towards G P  over 
time.2s 

These types of  risk contribute to the third and ultimate financial risk, which 
reflects the probability that investors will earn a return on, and in the case of 
bonds or loans, a return of, their capital. Obviously, the higher the engineering 
and regulatory risks, the higher the financial risk (and attendent risk premium); if 
the high risk of a project practically excludes the builders from obtaining private 
financing, the government may find it desirable to intervene29 and assume, or at 
least share, that risk with builders through grants (complete risk assumption), 
loans, or loan guarantees. 

"J. C. Van Horne, Fundatnet~tals of Ftnanc ial Management, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall. Inc.. (1976), Ch. IS 
"J. C. Francis and S. H. Archer, Portfolio Analysis. New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., (1971), Ch. 2, 5, and 8. 
'31b~d. Ch. 2. 
24"There is a great deal o l  uncertainty surrounding coal gasification." Opinion, 69. at 25. 
251bid, at 27-29 and Grra~ Plains Gasification Associates, Nos. CP78-391, CP75-278. CP77-556, CP75-283 (FERC 

November 21, 1979) Transcrip~ at 4090, (hereinalter, "Transcript"). 
ZTr;~~iscript,  at 4960-4961 and FEKC Stall Briel, at 38. 
270pinion 69, at 30.31. 
?BSee transc-rip. at 3165.65. 
2 9 T ~ o  reahons why the government might want to intervene have been discussed: oarnelv, to correct the market 

lailures associa~rd with the "import premium" and the "inlormation externalities." 
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Financial risk may also rise with the scale of a project, which can increase not 
only the capital requirements, but also the collateral requirements. While tradi- 
tional finance theory suggests that collateral may not be a prerequisite for obtain- 
ing funds for a "profitable" project,3O equally traditional Wall Street investors 
seem to practice otherwise; and a company wishing to borrow or  sell bonds o n  the 
financial markets must typically back up its obligations with its or  its parents 
assets.31 It then follows that if collateral is necessary to raise debt capital or under- 
take loans, the size of the company (or consortium) would have to increase with 
projert scale.32 

il'hile this "scale problem" is generally presented as a "small business argu- 
ment", its theoretical interpretation is that the implied capital and collateral 
requirements of a project may constitute a "barrier to entry" into the relevant 
market for smaller firms.Y3 Since barriers to entry are, in turn, a source of market 
power, giving rise to an oligopoly or  monopoly market structure, large scale may 
thus contribute to a breakdown in the perfect competition assumption. T h e  
government may, therefore, want to subsidize certain large scale projects in order 
to remove barriers to entry in a market and thus ensure competition (and implic- 
itly, economic efficiency). 

C. Consumer  Financing 

Consumer financing was considered as the third and most controversial 
method of financing GP; it was sought only after taxpayer financing was first 
rejected by Congress. In essence, it uses the regulatory apparatus to shift the 
financial burdens of project construction and the risks of project failure to con- 
sumers. Several mechanisms exist for accomplishing such shifts. 

First, consumers may be required by the regulatory authority to pay some 
type of "surcharge" to finance all or part of a project's construction costs. T h e  
most common form of this surcharge is the practice of allowing construction work 
in progress (CWIP) in the rate base so that a firm earns an  immediate return on its 
investment." T h e  practice of using CWIP is not, however, universal. An alterna- 
tive acrounting procedure for construction expenditures, adopted by FERC as 
well as many state public utility commissions, is to compute a n  "allowance for 
funds used during construction" or "AFUDC" charge whereby construction 

'QSrr M. Mil l r~  and F. Xlodigli;~ni. "'l'lrc <:o\~ ol (:;~pit,~l lo Elccr~ic Iltility Indurtr?," 56 A ~ ~ ~ r r i ( n t t  L ( ~ I I O I I I I (  
Kei,rru' (Julrc 1966) and E. F;irna alrcl M. Xlille~. T l ~ r  T/~ror \ .  of F ~ ~ r n ~ r ~ r ,  Nrw \ i l l  k. HoIr, Kirlrlr;~rt :111d Willston 
( 1972). 

jl'l'his "collateral ~rquitrll lrnt" rook rhv l o ~ m  ol  "arvrrl raar~r~i ;~l  clc~llr~lta" 1rc111il-ecl by tllr invesunrrlt con)- 
r~luriity, i~lrluding a "surc hargr" and  ion-co~rrplction guarantn.. FEU<: Slall Btirl, at 31. 111 ;tdditiori, threc. tllc 
prorpcctivc lrlrding i~rsritutio~rs. ( ; ~ ~ i b a ~ r k ,  b1org;ln G u a ~ ; i l l [ ~  1'1.urt. arid Blnk ol  121ncri~1, lilrd tc.\timo~iy idcrrtily- 
ills lour tirrill elements as "eraential." 'rllesc e l e~nr~ l t r  inclutled the 1ro11-co~rrpletion or "corlsu~rrrr" guarantee ;i~xl tllr 
aurchargc. Trl';~riacript. ;I! 3303. 

'TI'hc assu~llplion, ol course., is tlral rhere i a  ;I corrrl;~tiorl berw.cr11 ;I l ir~n's sizc. ;uld its abili~y to usr its asheta ;la 

col la~rr ;~l .  
~ " F O I  ;I d inua lon  of barric~a ro cn~ry  and tlrrir clIect on c o ~ l q , r t i t ~ o ~ ~ ,  see J .  S. Bain. Rnrrrrr.~ to Nrur (:otnprti- 

~iorr, Citrnb~idgc. Har \ .a~d LTrli\r~sity Prr\a, <:h. 1-6 (195ti). 
'4"Thc approval o l  the su~charge is essentially ~ h c  adoption ol  colrstruc tion work in progrcas." Opinion 69, ; I I  

12, Holden. <;ornrnissionr~. concurring ill part and dirsentirlg in parl, (Ilelri~laltcl-, "Opiniorl 69, Holden"). Srr ;~ l \o  
PER<: Stall Briel, at 136-157. 
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expenditures are not put  into the rate base until the project is complete. Once the 
plant or  project is "used and usable," that AFUDC amount is added to the rate 
base and allowed to earn a return.35 

In theory, the choice of CWIP versus AFUDC rests primarily on a question of 
equity. I n  particular, if the AFUDC rate is set equal to the firm's cost of capital, 
both CWIP and AFLJDC: accounting should impose the same financial burden on  
consumers and firrns on  a discounted cash flow basis, and both will be equally 
efficient. The  only difference between the accounting procedures will be in the 
timing of the payments; with the CWIP surcharge, consumers pay more in the 
near term, but the same in a present value sense.36 That ,  in turn, raises questions 
of intertemporal and intergenerational equity; the choice of whether to impose 
CWIP becomes more a matter for the judiciary than the economist.37 

The  general use of surcharges (either CWIP or  AFUDC) does raise, however, 
several important efficiency questions. Specifically, if externalities are present 
which the project sponsors cannot capitalize, it is possible that consumers may 
not be able to capitalize them fully either. For example, in the discussion above, 
we saw that the informational, national security, and economic benefits accruing 
to the nation from a successful demonstration at G P  may lead to a divergence 
between the private and social marginal costs of a project. Such a market failure 
led to a potential reluctance on  the part of the sponsors to build the project 
without some outside assistance. The  use of a surcharge (as opposed to a govern- 
ment subsidy) would not, however, correct that failure. The  surcharge does not 
"internalize" the externality but merely shifts the financial burden to a small 
subset of the nation (in this case, gas customers) who, like the project sponsors, 
will not be able to capture the full benefits of these e x t e r n a l i t i e ~ . ~ ~  T h e  potential 
inefficiency or distortion here is of another kind, a shift away from gas consump- 
tion because gas supplies are "overpriced." Thus,  it may be not only "unfair" to 
force a small fraction of consumers to pay for a project benefiting the nation as G P  
opponents have argued, but it may also be inefficient. 

Second, consumers may be required by the regulatory authority to be "signa- 
tory" to some type of guarantee against project failure. For example, in the case of 
GP,  consumers were obligated by FERC to pay a financing surcharge regardless of 
whether the project was completed and/or whether or not there were cost over- 
runs." T h e  major economic argument for such a guarantee is that it provides 
investors with a "consumer guarantee," and in a fashion similar to government 
loan guarantees, creates an  environment in which investors will provide capital to 
the project. Note, however, that in order for such a consurner guarantee to be 

"J. E. Suelllow, I'ubl~[ C'Lr11ly A[[our~lrn-: Tlrrory nnd ,4pplr[a/1or1, E;~at Lar~sing, M~cliigan St.~tr IJni \ t .~r i~ \ .  
(1973). <;h. 8. See also FERC Stall Briel. at 136-139. 

"In particular, ronsumrrs will pay morc i l l  thc ne;il trr111 I I ~ I ~ C I  (:LVIP, but their total cash p;i!mcllta will be 
Iraa. l l r ~ d c ~  AFL'DC, consumerr total cash payrnrlits will be Ir~ghrr bec;~usc ol the o\,rr;~ll l a ~ g e ~  1;1tc bare re3ulting 
from the addition of the AFUDC account. Once thebe r\'o income stwarns to (lie film are diacountcd. tlicir plcwnt 
valur will be rqu.~l .  Thua. pro\itlrd that thc AFLTDC rate i \  srt equal to thr firm's cost of c;~l>ital, one shoultl l ~ r  
indifferrnt brtwern the two methods regarding rhcir rlficirnc). 

3 7 0 n  thr Inlrltrrnpo~;~l rquity question, srr ILK(: Suf i  Br~el,  ;II 137. 
g81nirial Drt I S ~ U I I  of Adrr~ir~istrativr Law Juclxr, Gredl I'lainr G . ~ r i l i ~ ~ t i o n  Asaoc.. rl al.. Dockct No. (:P78-391, 

at 27-28. 28 (Junr 6. 1979). J.A. 396 (hrrrinaftrr, "Initial Drciaio~l"). 
'gOpinion 69, at 62, 67. 
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non-distortive (and perhaps even "fair"), consumers must be in a position with 
the potential to realize all of the benefits of a project; that is, there can be no  
externalities. 

T h e  major economic argument against such guarantees (that applies equally 
to government financing) is that, in shifting risk from the builders to consumers, 
an  important incentive to minimize costs is removed. T h e  prospects for cost over- 
runs are increased at the same time the probability that unworthy projects will be 
selected for construction is enhanced. 

T h e  final method of shifting the risk and financial burden is the use of 
"rolled-in" pricing: For example, in GP's case, the cost of the more expensive coal 
gas would be averaged into the cost of the less expensive conventional pipeline 
supplies.40 T h e  major economic argument for rolled-in pricing is that it is a 
method of providing subsidies if they are judged to be required on  the basis of a 
market failure.41 Further, in guaranteeing the marketability of the coal gas, rolled- 
in pricing eliminates some of the financial risk o l  the project associated with such 
market ~ n c e r t a i n t y . ~ ~  There are several counter-arguments to the use of such a 
subsidy. First, rolled-in pricing disguises the cost of energy to consumers and thus 
overstimulates its use. Second, by eliminating market risk, this mechanism also 
eliminates one of  the informational benefits of the project; since it would have a 
guaranteed market, the coal gas does not have to pass an  "economic test." Besides 
these efficiency arguments, it is also true that rolled-in pricing forces existing 
consumers to pay a disproportionately higher cost for gas than new customers 
who are added when gas supplies are enhan~ed .4~  Thus, from an economist's view, 
the use of rolled-in pricing hinges on  whether subsidies to the project are justified 
and whether a more efficient way (e.g., grants or loan guarantees), exists to pro- 
vide those subsidies. O n  that point, it is worth repeating a n  important principle 
that has emerged in this discussion: if consumers are to pay the costs of a project 
and bear the risks, those same consumers should also capture the benefits of the 
project, to ensure both efficiency and equity. In this narrow sense, consumer 
financing is directly analogous to private financing. 'The only difference is that in 
one case consumers pay and in the other investors pay. Note, however, that in the 
presence of externalities, government financing may be preferred to either 
method. 

This  section examines the major legal arguments set forth by the principal 
participants in the G P  case who supported, or were in opposition to, consumer 
financing. These participants include: (1) the project sponsors (American Natural 
Resources and later, the Great Plains Associates), who requested consumer financ- 
ing; (2) FERC's Administrative Law Judge, who rejected the initial request; (3)  the 
Department of Energy (DOE), which strongly supported the sponsors' request; (4) 

401b1d, a1 67. 
"FERC Staff Brirf. at  134. 
421b1d. 
' S l b ~ d ,  a1 18. 
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FERC's commissoners, who later approved consumer financing, (5) General 
Motors, one of the major intervenors appealing FERC's decision; and (6) the U.S. 
Court of Appeals, which delivered the final decision in the case. Comparing and 
contrasting the legal arguments set forthin the case with the economic arguments 
presented above facilitates assessment of the relative merits of each of the three 
financing options. In discussing these legal arguments in an historical context, we 
also hope to illustrate how the adoption of consumer financing would signifi- 
cantly expand the role of regulation in financing energy development. 

A. The  Project Sponsors 

I. American Natural Resources 

On March 26, 1975, American Natural Resources (ANR), the pipeline and gas 
distribution company which first conceptualized the G P  project, went to FERC to 
request a certificate of convenience and necessity.44 In that proposal, ANR asked 
FERC to approve a combination of consumer and government financing. A sur- 
charge to consumers was intended to cover all financing charges during construc- 
tion, including interest expenses and a return to e q ~ i t y ; ~ 5  government loan guar- 
antees, assumed to be forthcoming from the Congress, were to provide the 
company with sufficient credit to obtain the requisite loans from several banks.46 

T o  justify its proposal, ANR argued that the plant was a necessary gas supply 
project to alleviate a natural gas shortage on the Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line 
Company system, a pipeline affiliate of ANR.47 Since the assets of the company 
rivaled the total investment in this large-scale project and since coal gasification 
appeared to carry with it large technical, regulatory, and economic risks, both 
ANR and the financial community were reluctant to fund such a project without 
some kind of consumer and/or government  guarantee^.^^ 

It appears, then, that one major purpose of ANR's initial proposal was to use 
the regulatory apparatus to shift the project risk from the company and its poten- 
tial investors to consumers and the government. ANR's gas customers were 
included in the proposal on the grounds that since they would benefit from 
consuming the coal gas produced, they should also help pay for it. The  govern- 
ment was asked to absorb risk in order to facilitate ANR's entry into the synfuels 
market. FERC was called on to ratify that arrangement as a means of providing a 
guarantee of the project for outside investors. ANR's President Arthur K. Seder, Jr. 
readily acknowledged this latter point in testimony before FERC: 

We have  a lways felt basically that  if t he  Commiss ion  had  jur isdic t ion over  t he  p l an t  i~se l f  
a n d  a l l  the  p ipe l ine  facili t ies l ead ing  to  it ,  t he  f inanc ing  of the  project  wou ld  be enhanced 
. . . t he  fact t ha t  t he  [FERC] will  i n  effect author ize  cost of service t reatment  insofar  as  t he  
receipt a n d  p a y m e n t  for  t he  gas  by the  jur isdic t ional  p ipe l ine  is concerned gives [GP] 
whatever measure  of assurance t h a ~  i t  has.49 

"E'ERC Docket No. CP75-278. 
'5Transcript, at Ex. 3, p. 16 and Ex. 26. The surchargr atrragrd 10 crnts per mcf (Exhibit ?ti, Tr. 191). 
'bArthur K. Seder, Jr., Pres~dent of ANR, staled in cross-examination that thr project could not proceed without 

fedetal loan guarantees. Transcript, at 1459, 1471-72. 
"Transcript, at Ex. 3, p. 7. 
4BWitness Adelman testified that "no one sponsor" would havr the financial capability to build the minimum- 

stzed plant, so government assistance would br required to devclop a coal gas industry. FERC Sraff Brief, at 109-1 10. 
See also Brief of Petitioner General Motor\ Cl>rporation On Peutiona to Revlew Orders of the FERC (May SO, 1980), 
at 8 (hereinafter, G M  Brirf) and FERC Staff Brief, at 12-15. 

4Tlianscript, at 251-53. 
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This attempt to use regulation as a risk-shifting device was not lost on FERC 
Commissioner Mathew Holden who would later note in his dissenting opinion of 
FERC's approval of customer financing: 

The only reason the project is here is Iinancing. The Commission is not being asked to 
exercise a rc.gulato~y [unction . . . Instead, i t  is bcing asked to undertake the role of Iacilitat- 
ing the investment program of the pal ticipating company.50 

In reviewing ANR's initial proposal, several additional points are worth 
noting. First, the original design of G P  called for a plant capable of producing 
250,000 mcf per day of coal gas, a volume which would have added 10 percent to 
ANR's gas supplies at that time.51 Thus, there were real potential benefits to 
consumers in the form of protection against future gas shortages. This is an 
important reference point, since in later amended proposals before FERC, the 
project would be downgraded to an output of 125,000 mcf per day to be shared 
among several partners, significantly shrinking the amount of "risk insurance" 
against a supply shortage that the project was ostensibly to provide.52 

Second, in order to squeeze itself under FERC's regulatory umbrella, ANR 
arranged to sell its coal gas 700 miles from the plant, but only after it had been 
commingled with natural gas. Such commingling was thought to establish 
FERC's authority over what otherwise would have been a non-jurisdictional syn- 
thetic gas plant.53 Thus, there was a clear presumption on the part of the builders 
that the regulatory apparatus was a legitimate mechanism for insuring against 
risks which they themselves could not (or would not) assume, as well as a con- 
scious effort to loosely interpret FERC's mandate, despite a court ruling that the 
regulation of synfuels was beyond its jurisdiction. 

2. The Great Plains Associates 

Before FERC was able to rule on ANR's first proposal, Congressional delays 
in passage of the requisite loan guarantee legislation forced ANR into a reorgani- 
zation of its financing proposal.54 Unable to borrow and under increasing pres- 
sure from the DOE to expand the project to include other pipelines, ANR first 
formed a partnership with People's Gas C ~ r p o r a t i o n , ~ ~  and shortly afterwards, a 
five-member consortium, the Great Plains Associates (GPA).56 GPA included 
People's Gas and affiliates of Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation, Tennes- 
see Gas Pipeline Company, and Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation. 
The three newest partners were to be "passive sponsors" who would participate in 
the project only if and when all regulatory approvals had been received.57 

5DOplnion 69, Holden, at 2. 
5 1 0 p i n i o ~ ~  69, Holden, at 1. n. I. 
'?lniti;~l Decision, a t  19-20. 
S'The manulacture, transportation, and s;~le of coal gas which is not conln~ingled with flowing natural gas is 

not subject to FERC jurisdiction. Natural Gab Act, $3 I(b), 2(5) and 2(6), and 15 U.S.C. § 717(b). 717a(5), and (6). T h e  
sale of G P  gas war in tent io~~al ly  structured ro occur at C:rystal Falls, Michigan and more precisely, to rhr supplies of 
ANR's pipeline affiliate, Michigan Wisconsin. rather than at the milgate of the plant. II the sale had occurred at the 
tailgate, prior to the point wherr it was commingled with natural gas [lowing in rhe Great Lakes' System, the sale 
would not have been srrbjrrt ro FERC: iurisdiction. 

54C:iting the unexpecrcd Congressional dclays, ANR asked that thc casc be held in abcyance until new arrange- 
ments for financing rould be nradr. Motion of Michigan Wisc-onsin Pipe Line Company and  ANG Coal Gasification 
Company to deler Inrtrim Drc~sion, November 23, 1976. See Opinion 69, at 10 and GM Brirf, a t  6-7. 

55FERC Dorker No. C:P77-566. 
56Sre f<x~tnotc 6 to this papcr. 
5'0p11iion 69, at 47-48, 
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On  June 2, 1978, GPA submitted an amended application to FERC.58 While 
the proposal was identical in most respects to ANR's earlier submission, three 
differences are worth noting. 

First, the proposal requested complete consumer financing, reflecting Con- 
gressional opposition to loan guarantees. Second, while ANR had originally been 
willing to provide a small amount of equity to help finance G P  as well as forego a 
return on that equity if the project should fail, the conditions of the new proposal 
meant that each of the five partners would contribute only $21 million of their 
own capital, or less than 2 percent of project's cost.59 Moreover, they were guaran- 
teed a return, both on and of, equity whether or not the project was completed.60 
The  consortium's reason for this minimal cash exposure was that the project was 
simply too risky. Third, since the 125,000 mcf/day project would increase the gas 
supplies of the consortium by only 1 percent, the project could no  longer be 
treated as a gas supply project.G1 Instead, and to take advantage of a recent FERC 
ruling, the project was recast as a "demonstration"'project.62 If that definition 
were accepted, that would enable FERC to approve the consumer financing 
proposal.63 

In support of their proposal, GPA presented several familiar "market failure" 
arguments: the project was both necessary for national security and would provide 
valuable informational benefits to the Without some outside assistance, 
however, G P  would not be able to obtain financing and the project would not be 
built.65 The  above-mentioned benefits, therefore, would not be realized. 

Note, however, that these market failure arguments are a justification, not for 
consumer financing, but rather for government subsidies, since the alleged bene- 
fits would accrue primarily to the nation rather than GPA's customers. Indeed, 
with the downgrading of the project to 125,000 mcf, GP's contribution to each 
partner's gas supplies provided no insurance at all against supply shortages. 

B. The  Administrative Law Judge 

The  fact that consumers were being called upon to assume the role of 
government to "correct" a market failure was recognized by FERC's Administra- 
tive Law Judge, Raymond M. Zimmet; and he objected to it for several reasons. 
First, the definition of G P  as a demonstration project made it clear that it was the 
nation, not consumers, that would primarily benefit from the project; the clear 
implication was that the nation should pay for GP. Second, only one-third of U.S. 

inFERC Docket No. CP78-391. 
5yTranscript. at Ex. 25C and GM Brief, at 18, 11. 42. 
Mopinion 69, .it 8. 
6'Under the GPA consortium, each of the five partners would obtain an  approximate one percent increaae In 

their system's gas supplies. The breakdown is as follows: Columbia, 1 percent; Michigan Wisconain, 1.3 percent; 
Natural, .97 percent; Tennessee, .84 percent; and Transco. 1.6 percent. Opinion 62 Holden, at n. I .  and GM Brlef, at 9. 

630rder No. 566, issued by the FERC on June 3. 1977, provides natural gaa cornpaniea with a procedu~e for 
obtaining advance assurance of equity recovery through rates charged to their customers (e .g . ,  consumer financing) 
on certain types of research, development, and demonstrat~on projects (RD&D). (Order No. 566, Docket No. RM76-17, 
issued on June 3, 1977u (CCH UTIL. L. REP. [1974-79 FPC: FERC Order5 Transfer Finder] 11 5639). P ~ i o r  to the 
issuance of Order No. 566, commercial demonstration project5 had not h e n  eligible for such rate treatment. 

640pinion 69, at 25. 
651b2d, at 30. 
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gas customers (and a much smaller fraction of the nation's population) would 
actually use GP's gas; thus, one could hardly argue that this small customer base 
was a large enough proxy for taxpayers. In the Initial Decision, Judge Zimmet 
therefore chose to reject GPA's proposal on the grounds that: 

It would sirnply be inequitable to have perhap5 one-third of the country pay all the costs 
of the project, including paying for the 1node5t volume5 of coal ga5 to be obtained il the 
project is successful, while the benefit5 of learning whether or not i t  is practicable to manu- 
facture and market coal gas would i n u ~ e  to the nation a5 whole.66 

To Judge Zimmet, 

The most equitable 5olution, consistent with the public convenience and necessity, would 
be to have America's taxpayers share the 

However, Judge Zimmet chose to base his rejection on principle of equity rather 
than an equally compelling efficiency consideration. The "inequitable" mis- 
match of project costs and benefits would likely lead to an inefficient allocation of 
resources: like the project sponsors, gas consumers would be unable to "inter- 
nalize" the project's positive externalities. 

Similarly, Judge Zimmet found the minimal cash exposure of the consortium 
unacceptable, but again on equity grounds. The basis of ANR's initial small 
equity contribution to G P  had been that the company was too small to risk any 
more of its assets. With the addition of four partners, ANR's "small business 
argument" (and the implied benefits for competition through the reduction of 
barriers to entry) became moot since the combined assets of the consortium were 
more than sufficient collateral for obtaining financing. Moreover, the consortium 
was financially able (but apparently unwilling) to provide a much larger equity 
share. Judge Zimmet did not, however, mention these considerations in his deci- 
sion. Instead, as the second major reason for his refusal of the project, Judge 
Zimmet observed: 

For the hame reason  hat sponsor5 rerube to be respc~nsiblc [or the  deb^, their ralepayers 
alone should not bear the costs . . . If a project is too risky or otherwise not worthwhile from 
a sponsor's standpoint, then so also is this true from the viewpoint of i t 5  ratepayrrs.68 

While this reasoning has appeal as an  equity argument, it is not, as a general 
economic principle, entirely correct. If the benefits of G P  were to accrue primarily 
to the consortium's gas customers, one could reasonably argue that it would be 
just as fair for consumers as for the consortium to bear the project's risks; the 
question then becomes one of defining property rights. At the same time, the 
major efficiency consideration in shifting risk to consumers is one which Judge 
Zimmet did not address in his opinion; namely, that such a shift reduces or 
eliminates the builder's incentives to minimize costs and complete the project. 

Thus, Judge Zimmet just rejected GPA's proposal solely on equity grounds; 
he did not consider the perhaps even more compelling economic efficiency 
grounds. On November 21, 1979, FERC issued Opinion 69, reversing the Zimmet 
decision and approving GPA's proposal with minor modifications. An analysis of 
the role of DOE in the G P  case sheds considerable light on that reversal. 
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C. T h e  Department of Energy 

O n  June 1 ,  1978, DOE announced that it would intervene in the G P  case in 
support of consumer f i n a n ~ i n g . ~ ~  This  intervention can only be understood 
within the context of the Congressional ,mood during the earlier stages of the 
project. 

By 1977, the decision had been made within DOE to support a major synfuels 
effort as one of the main pillars of U.S. actions for reducing foreign oil import 
dependen~e.~O Efforts to implement this strategy, however, met heavy resistance in  
the Congress. A Proposition 13-fueled anti-spending mood in  Congress, together 
with a skeptical attitude toward what was then perceived as a prohibitively expen- 
sive and environmentally dangerous undertaking led to passage of PL-95-238. 
This  law was a substantially diluted version of a bill DOE had supported; in the 
Department's view, it meant significant delays in the development of GP,  and the 
wording of PL-95-238 left n o  certainty that loan guarantees for the project would 
be available.7' As an  admitted expedient, DOE turned to other possible forms of 
financing, with the consumer option emerging as the most viable a l t e r n a t i ~ e . ~ ~  

O n  October 12, 1978, Deputy Secretary John F. O'Leary, chief architect of 
DOE'S synfuels policy, testified before FERC that synfuel development was an  
important "insurance policy" against both an increasingly dangerous oil import 
dependence and prospective natural gas shortages which threatened economic 
growth and empl0yrnent.7~ Moreover, coal gasification was consistent with the 
broader national policy of increasing domestic coal use.74 In O'Leary's words, 

[Olur supply of natural gas is limited. T h e  demand has already overaken the supply, 
forcing curtailments of use. At [he same time, oil imports have increased dramatically. By 
developing high Btu coal gasification as a commercially viable process, we can develop a 
sound alternative source of energy for the future.ii 

Augmenting these economic and national security externality arguments, DOE 
officials also stated that the informational benefits of a successful synfuels demon- 
stration made the approval of G P  desirable.76 

bYThe Drpartment of E~irrg)  Organization , A c t .  42 I'.S.C. 7101. r t  ,seq., rnacttd by Congress on Augus~ 4. 1977. 
cliaraes DOE, inter nlin, with the responsibility to particip;~te in tlic developmrn~ of a coordinated na~ional rnergy 
policy. The  policy is in~encled lo deal with rhc short-, mi& and long-term cncrgy problems of the nation and to 
develop pl;rnc and programs tor dealing with domestic rnrrg) production. Seconcl, it is ro support a balanced and 
comprehensive enersy research and development progr;l~li, ~r lc lud~ng assessing the recluiremcntr for cnergy research 
and dewloplnrnt and de\,eloping priori~irs to meet ~hese requirements. Third, to the maximum extenr practicable, it 
is to ensu~e  that the producti\~c capac-ity ol p ~ i \ a r e  enterprise is utilirrcl in the drvrloprnenr and achievement of the 
policies and purposes 01 the Act. 

'I'he Depdrunent of Energy O r g a n i ~ ; ~ t ~ o ~ i  .\ct, 42 t'.S.C. 5 7 101, el .  srq.. crtablishcd FERC as successor lo the 
k-rderal Power (:ommission to i l c t  as iln inclepmdent regulatory coninlissic,n within the Departmrn~ of Energy. 
Section 403 01 the DOEr\ct -12 I1.S.C. $ 7175 per~r i~ts  DOE to intervene in any FERC proceeding as a maltrr ol right. 
Ilo\r,ever, sections 202(a)l I )(C) and (Dl ol the DOE Act, .12 t'.S.C:. 5 7172(;1)(1)(C:) and (D) commit sole authority to the 
t E R C  to issue certilic:,~es undc~  Section 7 of the N;ttnr.ll (;as .\ct and to establirh rates and charges for n;~tural gas 
pursuant to Sections i and 5 of the Natural Act. 

7"?i.stimony of Joli~i F. O'I.eary, Drput) Scl ~etdr)  c11 the Department o l  Energy, Great Plains G a s ~ f ~ r a ~ i o n  
Assori;~~rz. r l  n l . .  Docket Nos. C:P78-391, CP75-278. and (.P77-556, at 3-6 (hereinal~er "O'Leary Testimony"). r\lso, 
Reply Briel o l  the U.S. Departmrnt ol Enrrgy to .Adriiin~st~ative Law Judge Rayniond S. Zimmet, Great Plains 
C;asiliralion Arrociates, r l  a / . ,  Dockel Noz. CP78-391. CP73-2i8. CP77-556. (;P75-283, r l  n l . .  at 3 (herrinafter, "DOE 
Rcply Brief"). 

"lbld, at 8. 
T e e  O'Leary Testimony, a1 7-10. 
7'lbid, at 3-6. 10. 
7'lbid, at 1; ' liansrript, at 4087-88, 4197, and 4331; FERC Slall Bricf, ;II 49; and Opinion 69, ;I( -13. 
'"bid, a1 3. 
lhDOE Reply Brief, at 3. 11. 
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However, as with the GPA consortium's proposal, DOE's defense of the proj- 
ect was much more a rationale for government financing than it was for consumer 
financing. DOE officials were well aware of that fact, and to blunt the criticism 
that consumer financing forced a small subset of gas consumers to assume the 
costs of a project whose benefits would accrue collectively to the nation, DOE 
insisted o n  its "consortium roncept." In particular, it agreed to support the bid of 
ANR and People's Gas lor consumer financing if and only if they took on  the 
three additional "passive" partners.77 By expanding the project to include five 
major pipelines serving roughly one-third of interstate gas  consumer^,^^ it was 
DOE's judgement that such a consortium would expand the ratepayer base to a 
point which 

sprcads the ~ i s k  o\.er such a large  umber olconsumers that . . . it is a fair and equitablr way 
to get this important project ronstruc~ed.~~ 

DOE also asserted that: 

[tJhe a5sumption by consumers oI the risk ol abandonment as well as the payment of the very 
small additional cost that each indi\.idual consumer would pay lor the gas [are] fair, just, 
and reason;ible burdens for custorliers to br asked to assume in order to develop and prove a 
reliable technology for assuring future sources of ~ ~ S . ~ O  

With these presumptions, DOE diverged from pure economic or legal argu- 
mentation and opened the matter to judgement. In  its view, the expanded custo- 
mer base served by the consortium represented a sufficient "fairness" proxy for 
either taxpayers or total gas consumers. However, one could reasonably question 
that judgement, since, even under the consortium, the customer base represented 
only one-third of the U.S. interstate gas customers (and a smaller fraction of total 
U.S. gas consumers). 

Moreover, in attempting to soften one equity argument, DOE also weakened 
several arguments for the project. One problem was that the only way DOE could 
persuade the three "passive sponsors" into joining the consortium was to agree to 
a minimal cash exposure coupled with a comple te  guarantee against any loss of 
equity in  the event of project failure. As discussed above, such a guarantee elimi- 
nates any economic incentives to minimize cost.8' Similarly, since the consortium 
had sufficient assets to obtain private financing if it  had been willing to risk its 
assets, the "small business argument" that ANR had originally presented before 
FERC fell before the logic that is normally used to rebut such arguments: namely, 
that barriers to entry can be overcome either through mergers or consortium-type 
activity. 

Finally, DOE Secretary Schlesinger's concurrent decision to take advantage of 
a temporary natural gas glut for utility and industrial boiler use not only reversed 
a long-standing policy of husbanding the premium fuel for higher priority uses 
such as residential heating, but also made the Department's dire warnings of an  
impending natural gas shortage sound hollow.82 

"O'Leary 'l'est~mony, at 7; DOE Reply Brirf, at 10; and Opinion 69, at I I 
78FERC Sralf Briel. at 47. 
7UO'Lrary Testimony, at 10. 
Xo16id, .it 7 .  
8'See Opinion 69, Holden, at 9, and CM Brief at 66;-67. 
B'S~e DOE Rrplv Brief, at 4-7 and FERC: Swlf Brief, at n .  47. 
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As indicated above, the problems that DOE created for the GP project con- 
tributed to Judge Zimmet's rejection of the GPA proposal. DOE's intervention 
was, however, ultimately a success. On  November 21, 1979, overriding the objec- 
tions of staff counsel and dissenting Commissioner Matthew Holden, FERC re- 
versed the Zimmet decision by a 2-1 Commissioner vote and approved the con- 
sumer financing package with minor  modification^.^^ 

T h e  obvious question is how FERC's Staff Counsel, law judge, and Commis- 
sioner Holden on  the one hand and a maiority of commissioners o n  the other 
could differ so markedly in their interpretation of the same set of facts. T o  at  least 
-- - --- --- - - - - -- 

one intervenor, there appeared to be "no rational connection between the facts 
found and the choice made."84 T h e  implicit accusation was that the FERC com- 
missioners, all of whom were Carter appointees, had either caved in to Adminis- 
tration pressure, or, even worse, had collaborated with DOE and the project spon- 
sors to the detriment of the gas customers.85 Two  additional issues were thus 
thrust into the GP case: ( I )  how independent is (or should) the FERC be? and (2) 
what responsibility does it have to consumers whom the Commission is entrusted 
to protect? 

D. The Federal Energy Regulatory Comm issiorz 

Staff Counsel. At the unwavering opposition end of what appears to be a 
broad spectrum of opinion within FERC, the Commission Staff Counsel ("staff") 
found the consortium's proposal to be unacceptable o n  both economic efficiency 
and equity grounds. It rejected DOE's contention that there might be a future gas 
shortage and found n o  need for "substantial supplies of coal gas" in  the next 
decade.86 I t  also argued that on  a discounted cash flow (DCF) basis, GP would 
"not produce competitively priced gas,"s7 and further rejected the argument that 
the informational or "research, development and demonstration" benefits of the 
project [were] sufficient to justify its costs."ss Finally, while it agreed with DOE 
that the nation required insurance against foreign oil dependence, Commission 
Staff suggested that a "domestic coal gas industry may not bt. the best" insurance 
policy and that even if it were, the beneficiaries of that policy (i.e. ., the taxpayers) 
should pay the "premium" rather than ratepayers89 

One must laud the Staff for bringing at least some of the economic considera- 
tions into the open; there appears, however, to be ample room for a reasonable 
dispute with many of  their contentions. With natural gas production roughly 
double that of discovery rates, reserves rapidly dwindling, the threat of curtail- 
ments still a reality in gas markets, and a growing reliance on  less secure foreign 
sources of gas,g0 one might find it difficult to accept the Staff's assertions that there 
will be sufficient gas supplies in the coming decade and that there is no  gas 
shortage. Similarly, the Staff's DCF analysis of the economics of coal gas might 

ampinion 69. 
a4Briri of Petitioner. General Motora Corporation, Oiiicr of Consumers' Counsel. pl a/. ,  lJelilionrrs. Federal 

Energy Regulatory Con~mission, Respondrnt, I1.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, D.C. Chcuit, at 55 (hcreinaller, "GM 
Brief"). 

85CM Briei, ar 55. 
"FERC Staff Brief, at 60. 
871b~d. at 72. 
BBlbid. at 81. 
891bid, a1 93. 
90Jensen Associates, op. czt. 
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easily lead to an opposite conclusion under different discount rates or higher oil 
prices. Moreover, if one adds to the market price of gas the $0.65 to $9.73 "import 
premium," suggested in Section I1 (see footnote 19 for an  illustrative calculation), 
then the social marginal cost of gas becomes competitive for most ranges of the 
cost estimates. 

In addition, the rejection of the "informational benefits" of the project as 
insufficient justification for G P  does not appear to be based on any formal cost- 
benefit analysis or existing quantitative estimates; rather it is merely argued quali- 
tatively. This  may also be applied to the Staff's suggestion that there were other 
"insurance policies," such as a strategic petroleum reserve, that might be cheaper 
than developing the'coal gas option. While it may be true, no quantitative analy- 
sis or evidence on the relative economics of such other policies was used to sub- 
stantiate the a s s e r t i ~ n . ~ ]  

Given this range of objections to the Stall's arguments, it is perhaps not 
surprising that Judge Zimmet chose to base his objections to the GPA proposal on  
equity considerations rather than economics. The  Staff's failure to make the 
strongest economic case, along with JudgeZimmet's failure to state the economic 
considerations clearly, however, left the door open to the Commissions' reversal. 

T h e  FERC Commissioners. In overturning the Zimmet decision, the FERC 
Commissioners appeared to favor a more pragmatic approach to the consortium's 
proposal, arguing that: 

[Tlhe law judge may be correct . . . that since the project eventually may benefit the entirr 
country, the costs would best be shared by all p o ~ e ~ i t i a l  beneficiarirs. T h e  matter- is ncademic. 
however because we do  not have before us a proposal involving all taxpayers or  all gas 
ratepayers and that option is not in our  power to order.g2 (emphasis addcd) 

It is tempting to challenge the point that consideration of government financ- 
ing can be dismissed as "academic" on purely legal grounds. For example, in  City  
of Pittsburgh v. FPC, the court ruled that: 

[tlhe existence of a more desirable alternative [e.g., government financing] is one of the 
factors which enters into a determination of whethrr a particular proposal would serve the 
public convenience and necessity. T h a t  the Commission has n o  authority to command the 
alternative does not mean it cannot reject the proposal [i.e., consumer linancingl.9' 

It is equally true, however, that when the costs are not "shared by all potential 
beneficiaries," the outcome is likely to be a non-academic distortion of resource 
allocation-a fact that Opinion 69 ignores. 

Whily the Commissioners did agree with the Commission Staff, the Law 
Judge, and indeed with DOE, the consortium, and opposing intervenors that 
government financing was preferable, they chose, as DOE had, to endorse con- 
sumer financing as a n  expedient second best solution.94 In defense of that posi- 
tion, the Commissioners argued: 

Widcr sponsorship would have brrrl preferable to provide a wider dispersion of costs. 
Nevertheless, it is our opinion that the existing sponsorship is adequatc to permit inclusion 
of costs of this project in the rates . . . T h e  key consideration is not i d ~ n l  equity as a result of 
a perfect matchingofcosts and benefits, but. rather, whether there is sufficirnt sharingof thc 
risks and  responsibilities such that n o  single customer will be required to bear unreasonablr 
costs o r  risks95 (emphasis added). 

9'I;ERC Stall Brief, ar 95. 
920pinion 69, j3t.45. 
grCity of Pittsburgh vs. FPC, 99 U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. 113, 237 F.2d 741 (1956). 
g40pinion 69, a1 46. 
gslhid. 
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Again, from the viewpoint of economics, one must question the Commissioners' 
omission of any reference to "ideal efficiency" since the failure to attain a "perfect 
matching of costs and benefits" suggests at  least a potential misallocation of 
resources. 

Regarding FERC's suggestion of,an unobtainable "ideal equity," however, 
one wanders again into the nether realm of a reasonable disagreement among 
reasonable men. While the Commission Staff, the Law Judge, and Commissioner 
Holden viewed consumer financing as inequitable, the Commissioners simply did 
not. The  issue is of course open to debate, but implicit in  the Commissioners' 
reversal is another judgement, namely, that FERC was the proper forum in which 
to conduct the debate. But to do  so, FERC not only significantly extended existing 
precedent, but also had to bend several of its rules to what Commissioner Holden 
argued were their breaking points.96 

First, there is the issue of the CWIP-type "surcharge." While the use of CWIP 
on economic grounds is theoretically justified (See Section 11), FERC has tradi- 
tionally rejected its use.g7 Dissenting Commissioner Holden found FERC's break 
with this precedent to be "neither sufficiently analyzed nor sufficiently justi- 
fied."gu Moreover, FERC readily acknowledged that "[tlhe proposed consumer 
guarantee . . . has almost no precedent in . . . the jurisdiction of this Commis- 
sion,"g9 admitting that it involves "an atypical sharing of costs and risk."loO It is 
clear, then, that approval of the GPA package represented a significant expansion 
of FERC's regulatory boundaries. The  substantive element of that expansion was 
to act as an agent, shifting the risks and financial burdens from the private sector 
and government and onto consumers. 

Second is the issue of the manner in which the project was classified as 
"jurisdictional." We have already noted that in order to squeeze itself under 
FERC's regulatory umbrella, ANR had to arrange the sale of non-jurisdictional 
synthetic coal gas only after it had been commingled with jurisdictional natural 
gas. In addition, in order to justify its approval of the surcharge, FERC had to 
accept the consortium's definition of the project as that of a "demonstration" 
plant, since under its recent order No. 566 only those projects which were of a 
"research, development, and demonstration" nature would be eligible to use such 
a surcharge.lol The  controversy swirling around that acceptance lays bare much of 
the underlying politics of the proposal. In every application before the FERC 
except the consortium's last proposal, G P  had been described as a "gas supply 
project."lo2 It was only after DOE entered the negotiations and created the consor- 
tium concept that the project was redefined as a "demonstration" plant.lo3 The  
obvious question is whether this redefinition was merely contrived so that G P  

35ee Oplnion 69, Holden. 
971bid, ar 12-13. 
980pinion 69, Holden, at 13. 
990pinion 69. at 60. 

'"Ib~d. 
'OISer f o o ~ n o ~ r  63 ro this article. 
10ZFLRC Staff Brief, at 97. 
'oJlbid. 
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could qualify for the surcharge or whether it truly was a demonstration plant. 
Commissioner Holden alluded to the former possibility when he said: 

[Tlhe expanded demonstration concept becomes a basis for public convenience and necea- 
sity determination, with n o  rigorous (or even clearly indicated) criteria tor determining what 
is to be demonstrated, or when a demonstration has succeeded or failed."l0' 

FERC's actions in the GP case raise several issues. On the one hand, the 
Commissioners who voted to overturn the Zimmet decision and approve consu- 
mer financing offered cogent, if perhaps not totally convincing, equity and 
national security arguments to justify their position. On the other hand, there 
appears to have been little attention paid to the economic implications of deviat- 
ing from the "ideal" solution of government financing. The Commissioners also 
demonstrated a willingness to bend, and at times extend, the existing rules and 
procedures (and implicitly the regulatory authority) of the Commission to 
accommodate the GP  proposal. To  Commissioner Holden, the end result was that 
"the Commission . . . adopted a course . . . which is identical to the course DOE 
proposed. The  functional result is to substitute Commission discretion for legisla- 
tive [i.e., Congressional] discretion."lo5 

E. General Motors 

One intervenor in the GP  case strongly disagreed with FERC's assertion that 
consumer financing involved "sufficient sharing of the risks and responsibilities 
such that no single customer will be required to bear unreasonable costs or 
risks."lo6 That was General Motors (GM), one of the consortium's single largest 
gas customers. T o  GM, FERC's approval of the G P  proposal meant several mil- 
lion dollars per year would be added on its gas bill during GP's construction 
period and millions more if the project failed. Joined by the Ohio Consumers 
Counsel, the Public Service Commission of New York, and the State of Michigan 
in the court challenge, GM filed a brief on May 30, 1980 requesting that the U.S. 
Court of Appeals overturn FERC's ruling.lO7 

The legal arguments set forth in that brief by and large recapitulated the 
major reasons why FERC staff, the Administrative Law Judge, and dissenting 
Commissioner - Holden opposed consumer financing. In addition, GM made - sev- - 

era1 points that help further crystallize the ecbnomlc implications of consumer 
financing as well as the "proper" role of regulation, and particularly FERC, in 
U.S. energy development. 

First, in absolving the project's sponsors from any builder's risk, consumer 
financing distorted incentives to utilize resources efficiently, GM arguing that: 

The surcharge coupled with the guarantee of  the return of and o n  equity . . . regardless of 
cost overruns or project failure removes valuable protection against imprudent 
expenditures."lo8 

lo'Opin~on 69, Holden, at 1 1  
'050pinion 69, Holden, at 7. 
'060pinion 69, a1 46. 
lo7GM Brief. 
IoBGM Brief, at 67. 
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Second, GM reiterated that since the project was to provide a synfuels insur- 
ance policy for the nation, it should be the taxpayers, and not the ratepayers who 
pay the "insurance premium." In fact, both FERC and DOE agreed with that 
principle. FERC had rejected government financing as "academic,"'09 however, 
because Congress had (allegedly) not provided the funds while DOE chose rate- 
payer financing as the expedient alternative since, in its judgement, it could "not 
afford to delay th[e] project.""O T o  Commissioner Holden, such an  "end run 
around the Congress unnecessarily substitute[d] the Commission's judgement for 
legislative judgement.""' 

GM saw, however, a different end run, namely, that of DOE around its own 
budget. If consumer financing were approved, it would clearly "set a precedent for 
future high-cost supplemental gas supply projects."112 Using FERC's regulatory 
apparatus, DOE would then have a n  effective, but effectively hidden means of 
forcing consumers to subsidize future energy development. The  strongest evidence 
that FERC and DOE may have been seeking off-budget financing for energy 
development may be found in the observation that: 

At the \cry time FERC wrnmaril) dismissed loan guarantees as 'academic,' Congress had 
already plovided DOE with the means to granl loan guarantees to Grea~  plain^.""^ 

Specifically, on February 25, 1978, Congress amended the Federal Nonnuclear 
Energy Research and Development Act (FERDA), empowering DOE to provide 
loan guarantees to projects such as GP.H4 On November 7, 1979-two weeks 
before FERC approved consumer financing-Congress passed legislation which 
contained the first appropriations for FERDA and which authorized DOE to 
make u p  to $1.5 billion in loan guarantees without additional Congressional 
approval. FERC, however, failed to mention in Opinion 69 that such events had 
occurred, making consumer financing not academic, but rather, ''imminent."H5 

As a final point, GM challenged what it perceived as an attempt to expand the 
role of FERC as a regulatory body, arguing that the discretion FERC exercised in 
approving consumer financing stepped outside the bounds of both its ratemaking 
jurisdiction and its primary responsibilities to consumers. While acknowledging 
that the project might well be in the national interest,"b GM argued that the 
methods by which it would be built were clearly not in the taxpayers' interest;"l 
according to the Supreme Court's ruling in NAACP v. FPC, FERC did not have 
"a broad license to promote the general public ~ e l f a r e , " ~ a  nor did it have "a 

1090pinion 69, at 45. 
"OOpir~ior~ G9, Holden, a[ 5. 
"'GM Brief. a[ 60. 
"21bid, at 11. 167. 
1'31bid, at 58. 
'l4Depar~mrnt of Energy Ac[ of  1978, # 207(b) and Pub. L. No. 95-238, 92 Stat. -17, a[ 61 (1978), amending the 

Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Research and De\,rlopmcnt Act, by addin.< 42 U.S.C. 6 5919. 
1i50ffice of Consumers' Counsel, et al.. v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, U.S. Caurt of Appeals. D.C. 

Ci~cui t ,  Decrmber 8, 1980, at 28 (hereinalter "Final Derision"). 
lL6S?? GM Briel. 
"'lb~d. at 96-37, 48-49. 
"Vb~d.  at 52. 
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roving mandate to serve the 'public interest.' "119 Its purpose was rather to "pro- 
mote the orderly production of plentiful supplies of . . . natural gas at just and 
reasonable rates."Iz0 GM felt that: 

By requesting ratepayer guarantees . . . FERC has crossed the fine line between rarcmak- 
ing and raxa~ion." '~ '  

Commissioner Holden offered an even more clear statement of the principle 
that FERC's regulatory apparatus had been established to protect consumers from 
the specific "market failure',' associated with the gas industry's tendency towards 
natural monopoly and exploitation, and not from the more general rnarket fail- 
ures associated with national security and economic externalities: 

T o  base raws upon some mole diffusr benefits, of the type econo~nists lvould tall "pul)lic 
goods," tends to erode the conceptual distinc-tion between rate-rnaking and t a x a ~ i o n . ~ ? ?  

F. T h e  U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals 

O n  December 8, 1980, the U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals overturned FERC's 
approval of the GP kinancing package, ruling that: 

Opinion 69 exceeded the Commission's statutory authority becausr i t  attempted to create a 
rate-payer financing package for the c-onstructiol~ ol a cornmercial-sire coal gasification 
plant despite the fact thar its rate-setting and certificating powers were not granted to it for 
that purpose; and  because i t  purported to regulate the tonsrruction and operittion ol such 
plant despite the fact that FERC has n o  regulatory jurisdictiowovet any aspect of synthetic 
gas development prior to its commingling with natural gas.12" 

Thus, from a long list of arguments in economics and equity against con- 
sumer financing, the Court chose to reject its use on  the point of law that FERC 
did not have the statutory authority or the legal jurisdiction to regulate synthetic 
gas. T h e  result is that only one of the two major issues that arose in the G P  case 
have yet been settled. 

T o  the question of what is the proper regulatory role of FERC in financing 
LJ.S. synthetic fuels development, the courts have replied that there is none. In its 
view, FERC has neither the authority nor the ability to evaluate and facilitate the 
financing of synthetic fuels projects. In the case of GP,  

Congress has specifically authorized a different governmental entity-rhr Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation-to provide governmental support for risky synfuels projects, including coal 
gasification plants. By tolnparison, FERC's certilication and rate-setting tools seem inap- 
propriate for that task."' 

and 

FERC was never given the job of developing a "comprehrn~ive strategy" for developing the 
nation's synfuel industry. It possesses n o  expertise in making determinations regarding thr 
relative merits of different synfuels processes. lnethods, o r  technologies. Nor can it fairly and 
freely evaluate the various financing stategies available in theory tor particular synfuels 
plants and  select those best suited for each project. Its statutory authority is limited to rate 
srtting o n  the basis of ;~pplications presented to 

IIYIbzd. 
1201bzd, a1 52-53. 
1211bzd, at 52. 
12'0pinion 69, Holden, at 4. 
I2?Final Decision, at 30-31. 
I2'Findl Decision, at 35. 
1251bzd. a1 38. 
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Moreover, the court also castigated FERC for attempting to expand its regula- 
tory authority and its collateral "end run" around the Congress, delivering the 
admonishment that: 

[A]pl,ri)l)riatc ~ c s p c c t  for  legislative a u t h o r i ~ y  requires  regulatory agencies t o  refrain f rom 
the  t t . m l x ~ t i o n  to  stt-ctch their jurisdiction to decide quest ions  of compe t ing  pub l i c  priorities 
w l ~ o h e  ~ c s o l u t i o n  properly lies w i th  the C o n g ~ e s s . ' ~ ~  

Despite the clcar resolution of one major issue in GP, the court's decision 
leaves largely unanswered the other, equally critical, issue of consumer financing. 
By rejecting FERC's use of consumer financing on the grounds that G P  was a 
non-jurisdictional synthetic fuels plant rather than on  more general principles of 
equity or economics, the court may have left the door open for its future use. For 
example, the decision does not expressly preclude the sponsors of jurisdictional 
natural gas projects from seeking coiisumer financing from FERC.'Z7 Nor does it 
necessarily preclude FERC from granting consumer financing to G P  (or a project 
like it) should Congress pass legislation extending the Commission's jurisdiction 
to synthetic gas-as GP proponents have already proposed.Iz8 Finally, the deci- 
sion does not establish a clear precedent with which to judge the issue of consumer 
financing for other than synthetic gas projects when it appears again (as it surely 
will) in a court of law.Iz9 

The  issues raised in the G P  controversy have broad implications for financ- 
ing future U.S. energy development. T h e  large scale and high risks of the project 
made its economics dubious for the builders. At the same time, the national 
security and informational benefits that might have resulted from the project's 
successful demonstration made the project arguably in the public interest. This  is 
a situation we as a nation are likely to face over and over again in the coming 
decades as we confront the necessity for building the Alaskan natural gas pipeline, 
additional synfuels plants, fusion generators, solar powerplants, and other risky 
projects requiring large capital investments. The  obvious questions are how 
should policymakers respond and what principles should guide that response? 

Iz61bid, ; a t  10. 
"'In jxoceedings prior to the issuance of the Final Decision. FERC actually approved a limited form of 

"ionsume~-assistetl" financirtg which is still in effect. Specifically, tariff provisions providing for cuhtomer payment 
of thr cost 01 ser\.ice of ;I p~oject in the case of service interruption, including debt costs and a portion of equity return, 
were approved b) FERC for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. FERC. Order No. 31. Determination of 
Incentivr Rate of Return, 'Ibriff and Related Issues (June 8, 1979), modified in other respects by Order No. 31-B on 
rehearing (September 6, 1979). The question of shipper passthrough of thesr costs to their customers was not before 
FERC and therefore not ruled upon, although FERC indicated its hasic agrerment with this concept at that time, 
Order No. Y I, min~eo,  pp. 149-150. This "contumer-asststed financing" is not strictly analogous to consumer financ- 
ing as proposed in C;P, however, where consumrrs were lo assurnc risks prior to the commencement ol service 
tl~rough the surcharge, noncompletion guarantee, and other features of the package; and these orders, issued by 
FERC, have not heen reviewed b) the courts in light of the Final Decision. 

'28The New York T~mes. December 11. 1980. D6. 
12YWhile the Final Decision does provide the precedent that FLRC has no statutory authority to approve consumer 

financing for non-jurisdictional synthetic gas projects, it remains unclear what the ramifications of the Final Deci- 
sion will finally be for consumer financing of natural gas projects. The  closest the court came to indicating its views 
on the principle of consumer f i n a n c i ~ t ~  was to suggest that at least certain features of the GP financing package, e.g. ,  
the surcharge, were "questionably" in the ratepayers' interests. Final Decision, at 37-38. Since it is the primary role of 
FERC to protect ratepayers, that is at least a srnall legal hook on which to hang an argument against ratepayer 
financing if it could be shown that such financing was not in the ratepayers' interest. Final Decision, at 38. Thus. 
even though technically the Final Decision dells only with synthetic gas projects, the decision is sufficiently broad to 
assure it will at least be cited in the future to argue against the consumer financing of natural gas projects. 
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From an examination of the economic and legal arguments in the GP case, it 
is clear that government financing was not only the most equitable, but also the 
most efficient, solution to finance GP. It is equally clear that this "ideal solution" 
ran afoul of pragmatic corporate efforts to facilitate project financing, Congres- 
sional politics, and bureaucratic maneuvering. 

The project's sponsors sought consumer financing as an expedient method of 
obtaining funds for GP because the Congress initially turned down their bid for 
government financing. They continued to seek consumer financing because DOE 
told them that would be the only way it would support the project. Like DOE, the 
sponsors viewed FERC's regulatory apparatus as a "capturable" tool-a risk- 
shifting device to help them obtain financing. 

Similarly, DOE supported consumer financing because it was the most expe- 
dient alternative-a "necessary evil" to facilitate essential synfuels development in 
the face of Congressional inaction. Later, however, as Congress moved to make 
funds available for synfuels, DOE continued to insist on consumer financing. 
Perhaps this was a way of husbanding appropriated funds, or perhaps a way to 
legitimize consumer financing as an "off-budget" means of financing future 
energy development. 

FERC approved consumer financing apparently because it agreed with DOE 
that rapid synfuels development was in the national interest. It laid claim to the 
authority and responsibility of pursuing the public interest by bending a number 
of its own rules; in doing so, it lost credibility as an arguably "independent" 
regulatory agency, and its lost authority, as its powers were truncated by the 
courts. 

Finally, the courts correctly rejected the use of consumer financing in Great 
Plains. However, they did so, not by ruling on the principle of consumer financ- 
ing, but rather by denying FERC the statutory authority to regulate synthetic gas. 
From an economist's view, this is perhaps the most disappointing aspect of the 
Great Plains case, for the court ignored a golden opportunity to articulate and 
employ economic principles that will no doubt underlie future legal discussions 
of appropriate financing options for certain energy projects. Given this nation's 
serious energy problem and the long list of multi-billion dollar energy projects 
that have been proposed to solve it, the question of who should finance energy 
development is, however, an important one, and economic theory provides a 
useful set of guidelines as to which option is appropriate for any given project. As 
a conclusion to this paper, those guidelines are worth restating. 

Private financing is the most efficient method of funding investment when 
the assumptions of perfect competition hold or are reasonably well- 
approximated. Put another way, in the absence of market failure(s), private 
financing should lead to the most optimal allocation of investment funds. 
Consumer financing has almost equally attractive efficiency properties 
under the assumption of no market failures. The major qualifier, which is 
particularly important for projects involving a high degree of cost uncer- 
tainty, is that shifting the financial burden to consumers may reduce the 
builder's incentives to minimize costs or, as with GP, complete a project. 

Thus, in the absence of market failures, the choice between private financing 
and consumer financing rests on two judgements: (1) the efficiency consideration 
of whether shifting the risk to consumers will significantly raise costs; and (2) an 
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important equity consideration, is it more "fair" for builders or consumers to bear 
the risks and financial burdens?130 

Government financing is, however, clearly preferred on both equity and 
efficiency grounds to either private or consumer financing when there is a 
potential for significant market failures. 

Positive externalities, e.g., informational benefits or savings associated with 
reducing the "oil import premium," should be internalized through government 
subsidies to insure a sufficient level of investment. At the same time, government 
financing will avoid basic inequities such as might have occurred in GP where 
one-third of interstate gas consumers (and a much smaller fraction of the citizenry) 
would have been forced to pay for a project benefiting the nation. On that point, 
the principle is crystal clear: if the nation will benefit from a project, it should be 
the nation that should pay for it. 

"Oln such regulated industries as electric utilities. the choice may also depend o n  a more pragmatic considera- 
tion. In particular, thr use of consumer financing devices such as allowing CWIP in the rate base may, in rrducing 
risk, lower the cost of capital to a utility and thus save ratepayers money in the long run by reducing i n t r r r s~  charges. 
See Robert Trout. "The Regulatory Factor and Electric Utility Common Stock Investment Values," Public Clfilifies 
Fortnighfly Nov. 22, 1979. 




